Visual attention serves to select salient and relevant events from the visual input. Selective attention to a visual event can be driven by a synchronous sound. Interestingly, recent evidence suggests that a sound can only drive selection of 1 concurrent visual event, suggesting that attentional capacity is much lower for audiovisual events than for purely visual events. Here we corroborate and extend this finding using a mixture modeling technique that distinguishes between the probability and precision of perception. Observers were presented with displays of multiple continuously flickering objects, of which either 1 or 2 were coupled to a single sound. In 2 experiments, we found that the probability of correctly reporting an object was almost halved when the number of synchronized visual objects increased from 1 to 2. Precision, however, was not affected. This indicates that rather than attention being distributed across multiple simultaneous audiovisual events, just 1 of them is singled out for attentional selection. This was not due to a capacity limit for selecting the visual objects per se; pure visual cues elicited a much higher probability of report and in that case there were clear declines in precision at larger set sizes, indicating the concurrent selection of multiple items. The results point toward a dissociation in capacity for visually and aurally cued prioritization of visual objects.
The brain is highly sensitive to signals that coincide in time across different senses (e.g., Alais & Burr, 2004; Dalton & Spence, 2007; Jack & Thurlow, 1973; MacDonald & McGurk, 1978; Olivers & Van der Burg, 2008; Schroeder & Foxe, 2005; Senkowski, Talsma, Grigutsch, Herrmann, & Woldorff, 2007; Spence & Squire, 2003; Stein & Meredith, 1993; Sumby & Pollack, 1954; Vroomen & De Gelder, 2000) . This is adaptive, because synchronous signals are likely to stem from the same event and thus increases reliability way beyond that provided by the separate signals in isolation. Moreover, each sense may contribute unique information on moment, location, and identity of the outside event-information that can then be used by the other sensory modality. In line with this, we have shown in a number of studies that a spatially uninformative sound makes a synchronous visual transient stand out from multiple competing visual transients (Olivers & Van der Burg, 2008; Van der Burg, Cass, & Alais, 2014; Van der Burg, Cass, Olivers, Theeuwes, & Alais, 2010 ; Van der Burg, Olivers, Bronkhorst, & Theeuwes, 2008a ; Van der Burg, Olivers, & Theeuwes, 2012; Van der Burg, Talsma, Olivers, Hickey, & Theeuwes, 2011) . Compared with conditions where there is no accompanying sound, or the sound is synchronized with a nontarget event, the sound increases the saliency of the visual target stimulus to the extent that it is prioritized for selection, as has become evident from visual search, but also from temporal order judgment tasks (Van der Burg, Olivers, Bronkhorst, & Theeuwes, 2008b) . Consistent with this, Van der Burg, Talsma, Olivers, Hickey, and Theeuwes (2011) found that a soundaccompanied visual transient causes an enhanced response of the P1 component in the electro-encephalogram (EEG) signal, followed by an increased response of the N2pc component. These components are respectively taken as markers of increased visual saliency and visual selective attention (Luck, Woodman, & Vogel, 2000) .
The fact that a sound can prioritize visual transients for selection raises the question of capacity. Given that attentional resources are limited, how many visually synchronized objects can a single sound deliver to downstream selection mechanisms? We know from visual attention studies that attention can select and hold on to about four visual objects simultaneously (Awh, Barton, & Vogel, 2007; Burkell & Pylyshyn, 1997; Cowan, 2010; Franconeri, Alvarez, & Enns, 2007; Luck & Vogel, 1997; Mandler & Shebo, 1982; Pashler, 1988; Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Trick & Pylyshyn, 1994; Yantis & Johnson, 1990) . A priori one might therefore expect that an optimal system allows a sound to boost the same number of concurrent visual events, so that it makes maximal use of the capacity of downstream bottlenecks. Yet, recently we found evidence that the number of visual objects that can be boosted by a synchronous auditory signal is very limited, namely to at most one (Van der Burg, Awh, & Olivers, 2013) . In that study, we presented 24 asynchronously flashing disks in a circular array. At a certain point, a short beep sounded in synchrony with one up to eight flashing disks. At the end of the trial, one of the disks was probed, and observers simply had to indicate whether it belonged to the synchronized set or not. Several experiments yielded estimates consistent with observers only effectively seeing one synchronized disk. In contrast, when target disks were not cued by a sound but by a brief color change, capacity rose to between three and four disks, in line with estimates of visual working memory capacity.
We concluded that a sound can only effectively bind to a single visual event. From a capacity point of view, this may appear puzzling. Why would multisensory mechanisms limit integration to single objects if more downstream mechanisms are happy to take on more. From an ecological perspective, however, it does make sense to bind only one visual object to a specific sound. In natural scenes, individual, object-related sounds come from a single source (Alais & Burr, 2004; Körding et al., 2007; Roseboom, Nishida, & Arnold, 2009; Roseboom, Nishida, Fujisakei, & Arnold, 2011; Soto-Faraco, Kingstone, & Spence, 2003; Van der Burg, Alais, & Cass, 2013) . A perceptual system that is maximally tuned to its natural environment is unlikely to reserve a large capacity for multimodal events that it is unlikely to have, or gather, experience with. We will refer to this explanation as the single source hypothesis.
However, note that in our previous study , observers were asked to indicate their perception with a discrete response (was this object synchronized or not). This leaves open the possibility that attentional resources-even though severely limited-were spread across multiple synchronized objects, rather than all being assigned to a single visual object. As we measured average performance, our study could not tell the difference between "one item's worth" of information distributed across multiple items and a case in which only one discrete item is selected at a time. Here we sought to distinguish between these possibilities with the use of a mixture modeling technique that since its introduction by Zhang and Luck (2008) has been widely adopted in the visual working memory literature. The procedure is outlined in Figure 1 . As in , we presented one or two flashing disks either one of which could be synchronized with a single beep. The novel aspect concerned the task. Every disk in the display contained a randomly oriented line segment, which could be seen as a clock hand indicating a time. At the end of each trial, observers were probed on one of the target disks and had to indicate the time (which by then was no longer visible), on a continuous scale. By employing a continuous response scale, the mixture modeling technique allows for the dissociation of the precision of the orientation representation from the probability that the orientation was represented in the first place. It does this by estimating two underlying distributions: First, a Gaussian distribution of errors around the true value of the presented target stimulus. The standard deviation of this distribution provides a measure of the quality or precision of the mnemonic representation. Under the assumption that the more attentional or mnemonic resources are dedicated to a representation, the better its quality will be, this measure can thus provide an indication of how resources have been spread across different objects. The second component is a uniform distribution of errors across the response scale. This distribution represents the guesses people make when observers do not represent the stimulus at all. Its inverse thus represents the probability of observers having registered and remembered the stimulus in the first place. With this technique, it has generally been shown that both the probability of remembering and the precision of the representation suffer from increasing demands on visual working memory, suggesting a distribution of resources across multiple items (e.g., Bays & Husain, 2008; Huang, 2010; Wilken & Ma, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) .
Here we used the technique to test a number of scenarios with regard to detecting audiovisual events. Under the single source hypothesis, the audiovisual binding is limited to at most one visual Figure 1 . Illustration of the events in Experiment 1 (from left to right). Participants saw a total of 12 black and white disks on the screen (here only 6 for illustrative purposes). Every 150 ms, a randomly determined subset of one to six disks changed polarity, except for the target display in which only one or two disks changed. Each disk contained a randomly oriented line segment. The target display was always accompanied by a (spatially neutral) auditory signal. The task was to detect the synchronized disk(s) and to remember the line orientation within the disk(s). The line segments disappeared immediately following the target display, and another series of polarity changes followed. Eventually, the display became static, and a probe was presented on either one of the synchronized disks (valid probe), or on a nonsynchronized disk (invalid probe). Participants indicated the original orientation by using the mouse. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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item, and thus all resources fall on just one of the concurrently changing visual objects even if there are two. 1 That object should then be encoded with high precision-as high as in the case where there in fact is only one concurrently changing visual object. In other words, precision is predicted to remain constant with increasing set size. Instead, with two concurrently changing objects, we would predict a reduction in the probability of representation by half relative to one object, as one of the two objects is missed. The second scenario predicts the reverse. Under what we will refer to as the distributed resources hypothesis, multiple synchronized objects are detected, but limited processing resources are distributed more or less evenly across multiple synchronized disks. As a result of resources being spread more thinly, the resolution of representation will suffer. Thus, the precision with which the orientation inside the disk is represented will be affected, rather than the probability of detection. The third scenario then represents a mixture of the two. For example, limited resources may be spread so thinly across multiple visual objects that some line segments may not even reach the threshold of being perceived. In that case effects on both precision and probability of representation are predicted. This latter scenario would be most in line with what is known form the memory literature using visual stimuli. In sum, the result most indicative of a single item limit for audiovisual binding would be a drop in the probability of report together with constant precision across set sizes 1 and 2.
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 provided a first test of whether synchronizing multiple visual objects with a single sound leads to reduced precision or reduced probability of representing those objects. In an array of 12 disks, either one or two disks changed polarity concurrent with a sound. These polarity changes were embedded in a stream of random changes occurring every 150 ms. Each disk contained a line segment which immediately disappeared after the beep. At the end of the trial, a probe appeared on one disk, and participants were asked to indicate the probed orientation, by clicking on the rim of the disk. In this experiment, the probe was 50% valid-that is, on half the trials, a synchronized disk was probed, whereas on the other half a nonsynchronized disk was probed. The latter condition was included to check that the sound affected specifically the encoding of (and thus performance for) the individual synchronized disks, and not of the display in general. A mixture model (based on Zhang & Luck, 2008) then yields as most important parameters Pmem reflecting the probability of recalling the orientation, and the standard deviation (SD), reflecting the precision with which the orientation is represented. If the sound provides access to only one synchronized disk, as would be predicted by the single source hypothesis, then we should see Pmem drop when the number of synchronized objects increases from one to two. At the same time, precision for the accessed disk should remain constant. In contrast, under the distributed resource hypothesis, both objects may be accessed, but only through shared resources and thus reduced resolution.
Method
Participants. Twelve students (6 female; mean 23.7 years; ranging from 18 -37 years) from the VU University participated in the experiment. Data from 2 participants were excluded as they were not able to do the task (Pmem was 0% for all four conditions). Participants were either paid (8 Euro per hour) or received course credits for their participation. All participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. The protocol was approved by the local ethics committee.
Apparatus, stimuli, and procedure. The experiment was run in a dimly lit cubicle. Participants were seated approximately 80 cm from a 21-in. 120 Hz monitor and wore Sennheiser HD202 headphones. E-Prime software was used to program and run the experiment. Each trial began with a white fixation dot (0.08°visual angle, 95 cd m Ϫ2 ) presented at the center of the screen for 1,000 ms. The background color was gray (10 cd m Ϫ2 ) and kept constant during the experiment. Subsequently, participants viewed a changing visual display consisting of 12 black (Ͻ0.5 cd m Ϫ2 ) and white (95 cd m Ϫ2 ) disks (radius ϭ 1.1°visual angle), randomly presented on an imaginary circle (radius ϭ 6.5°) around the fixation dot. The initial polarity of the disks was randomly determined. Each disk contained a gray line segment (10 cd m Ϫ2 ; length 1.1°) with a randomly determined orientation, thus resembling the hand of a clock. Its orientation remained fixed throughout the polarity changes.
The display changed every 150 ms, and the total number of display changes was randomly determined on a given trial. A trial first started with a sequence of 11-15 display changes, followed by the target display change, and three additional display changes (making a total of 15-19 display changes per trial). A nontarget display change consisted of a randomly determined number of disks (1-6) changing polarity (from white to black or vice versa). The target display consisted of either one or two disks changing polarity, which was always synchronized with the onset of a brief sound (500 Hz; 50 ms duration). All positions of the changes were chosen randomly (with replacement). Note that the short duration of each frame precludes any useful eye movements toward the target disks, and thus any performance differences cannot be due to differences in acuity.
Participants were told that it paid to detect the one or two synchronized disk(s) and remember the line orientation, as synchronized disks were 50% likely to be probed (leaving 50% likelihood of either one of the other 10 or 11 disks being probed). After the presentation of the target display, the line segments inside the disks were removed, and after another three display changes, the display became static, and a probe was presented. The probe was a red circle (radius ϭ 0.5°; 19.89 cd m Ϫ2 ) and presented on either one of the synchronized disks (valid probe), or on a nonsynchronized disk (invalid probe). As alluded to earlier, the validity of the probe was 50%. The mouse pointer was shown at the center of the probe, and participants were required to use the 1 The single source hypothesis is different from what is known as the "unity assumption" (Bedford, 2001; Vatakis & Spence, 2007; Welch, 1999; Welch & Warren, 1980) . The unity assumption refers to the situation where there is one stimulus in one modality (e.g., visual) and one in another (e.g., auditory), and the system needs to decide whether they belong to the same event or to two separate events. That is, the unity assumption pertains to resolving ambiguity as to whether there should be integration or not. The single source hypothesis here refers to the situation where there are more events in one modality than in the other. It assumes integration, but this then creates the problem as to which of the majority events should be integrated. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
mouse to indicate the original line orientation in the probed disk, by pointing it out on the rim of the probed disk, and to confirm this by pressing the left mouse button. After the response, participants received feedback, as the original orientation reappeared for 250 ms. Subsequently, a blank screen was presented for 500 ms, and the next trial was initiated. Design. The dependent variable was the offset between the original target orientation and the reported orientation. Factors were the number of visual objects synchronized with the auditory signal (one, or two), and probe validity (valid, or invalid), which were randomly mixed within 16 experimental blocks of 24 trials each, yielding 96 trials per cell. Three practice blocks of 24 trials each were presented prior to the real experiment. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) between the display changes in the first practice block was 200 ms, and 150 ms for the remaining practice blocks. Furthermore, the probe was always valid for the first two practice blocks in order to familiarize participants with the task of detecting synchrony.
Results and Discussion
The dependent variable was the offset between the original target orientation and the reported orientation, with a theoretical range of 0 (perfect answer) to Ϯ 180 degrees (maximally imprecise answer). As has been shown previously, and as can also be seen from Figure 2 , the pattern of errors is well described by a mixture of two distributions (Zhang & Luck, 2008) : (1) A uniform distribution captures those trials in which the orientation was presumably not registered, resulting in a random response. (2) A nonuniform distribution in which responses are centered on the correct orientation, but with a degree of imprecision, which is best described by a von Mises distribution. To obtain an estimate of these two distributions, error distributions were fit using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) by applying Zhang and Luck's (2008) standard mixture model using the memfit function of Memtoolbox developed by Suchow, Brady, Fougnie, and Alvarez (2013) . The procedure repeatedly samples parameter values for the distributions in proportion to how well they describe the data and the prior (an uninformative Jeffreys prior) to obtain a Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estimate of three parameters, Pmem, SD, and, if necessary, , together with 95% credibility intervals. Here, Pmem is the probability that the cued orientation is available for report, and is equivalent to one minus the proportion of guesses. SD represents the standard deviation of the von Mises distribution, and is the measure of precision with which the orientation is registered. Last, represents the mean of the von Mises distribution, which is nonzero when there is a systematic bias in the error distribution (either clockwise or counterclockwise).
Aggregate data. Given the limited number of trials per condition, the most important fit is on the aggregate data, combined across all participants. Here Memtoolbox provides parameter estimates as well as 95% credibility intervals (CrI), with there being 95% probability that the CrI contains the true parameter value for the sample. We will refer to parameters with nonoverlapping credibility intervals as significantly different. For the aggregate data, we fitted a three-parameter model, including the bias parameter . Figure 2 describes the aggregate data for (a) probe valid, and (b) probe invalid trials.
As can be seen from Figure 2 , for probe valid trials, the probability of report (Pmem) dropped significantly from one to two synchronized objects, one object: 49.5%, CrI: Ϫ4.4, ϩ4.1; two objects: 26.5%, CrI: Ϫ4.4, ϩ3.7, a reduction by just over 46%. Importantly, the precision (SD) did not vary between one and two synchronized objects, one object: 12.7°, CrI: Ϫ1.0°, ϩ3.0°; two objects: 14.1°, CrI: Ϫ1.8°, ϩ4.5°. There was also no systematic bias () between the two conditions (one object: 0.0°, CrI: Ϫ1.5°, ϩ1.5°; two objects: Ϫ1.1°, CrI: Ϫ2.6°, ϩ2.8°). In addition, we conducted a post hoc analysis to examine potential grouping effects when two synchronized objects shared the same polarity, relative to when they differed in polarity. There was a numerical but nonsignificant benefit in Pmem when the two objects were similar (28.6%, CrI: Ϫ6.6%, ϩ5.8%) compared with when they Figure 2 . Results of Experiment 1. Mixture model fit to the aggregate data from all participants for probe valid trials (A). The left panel shows the performance when one visual object was synchronized with the auditory signal, while the right panel shows the performance when two visual objects were synchronized. The same, but now for probe invalid trials (B). Parameter estimates of probability of retrieval (Pmem) and precision (SD) as a function of probe validity and the number of synchronized objects (C) Lighter shades represent one synchronized object, darker shades two synchronized objects. Error bars represent Bayesian credibility intervals of the fits. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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were dissimilar (25.1%, CrI: Ϫ5.7%, ϩ5.1%). Precision was also not significantly better for similar (15.0, CrI: Ϫ2.7%, ϩ4.6%) versus dissimilar pairs (12.8, CrI: Ϫ2.1%, ϩ4.1%). Since there may be a lack of power, we will return to this aspect in Experiment 2. For probe invalid trials, the probability of report (Pmem) was much worse than for probe valid trials, regardless of whether one or two objects were synchronized (one object: 5.3%, CrI: Ϫ5.2, ϩ8.9; two objects: 5.2%, CrI: Ϫ4.0, ϩ8.6). In terms of precision (SD), there was no statistical difference between one and two synchronized objects (one object: 11.7°, CrI: Ϫ5.3°, ϩ77.0°; two objects: 18.1°, CrI: Ϫ15.5°, ϩ52.3°), and precision also did not significantly differ from that for valid trials. However, note the large CrIs, as the low Pmem made the precision estimates less reliable. There was a difference in bias () between the two conditions (one object: Ϫ12.6°, CrI: Ϫ56.9°, ϩ8.8°; two objects: 14.2°, CrI: Ϫ16.8°, ϩ31.1°), but given that this too was based on a very low Pmem, we take this finding with a grain of salt.
Analyses on individual fits. In addition, we also report analyses for the individual fits. Note that because of low trial numbers, these fits are to be interpreted with caution. That said, the results are consistent with those of the aggregate data. On probe invalid trials, a substantial number of participants could not reliably retrieve the probed object, leading to Pmem values of close to zero, or to unrealistically wide nonuniform distributions with impossible or unrealistic precision estimates as a consequence. Hence, these trials were left out of the analyses. Furthermore, the aggregate data revealed no bias, while at the individual level including a bias parameter occasionally led to unrealistic fits for some participants who showed spurious noncentral peaks in their guesses (e.g., resulting in a large bias, ϭ Ϫ100°, in combination with extremely high precision, SD ϭ 2°). We therefore decided to fit a two-parameter model without the bias parameter. A two-tailed t test on probability of report (Pmem) with number of visual objects as within-subject variable revealed a highly significant drop in probability of report from one (51.9%) to two synchronized objects, 28.1%, t(9) ϭ 7.6, p Ͻ .0001, a reduction of 46%. This also held under an arcsine transformation of the data (since these are proportions), t(9) ϭ 11.53, p Ͻ .0001. At the same time, there was no effect on precision (SD), one object: 17.9°, two objects: 14.8°, t(9) ϭ 0.5, p ϭ .582.
Overall then, observers were better at registering the orientation of the line segment in a disk that changed together with the sound than in disks that did not change together with the sound. Thus, observers used the sound to specifically select the concurrent visual objects, rather than that it merely caused some general alerting or temporal cueing effect. However, selection of these synchronized objects appeared very limited. The probability of representing a synchronized object was reduced by almost half when the number of objects increased from one to two. In contrast, the precision was unaffected by the set size, indicating that if observers registered a synchronized disk, they gained full access to it and could determine the line orientation as if it was the only synchronized disk in the display. In all then, the data do not provide any evidence for a distribution of attention across multiple synchronized events. Instead, consistent with the single source hypothesis, attention appears to lock on to a single event, while the other visual event fails to become registered.
Experiment 2
Although the results of Experiment 1 are consistent with a severe limitation on how many visual objects can simultaneously benefit from a sound, there are alternative explanations. One possibility is that in this type of task, for one reason or another, observers are only able to attend to one object at a time anyway, regardless of the audiovisual nature of the events. For example, observers may have been able to attend to multiple synchronized disks and their orientations, but found it hard to remember them. Alternatively, observers may have been capable of attending to multiple disks, but they chose not to do so because the likelihood of being tested on one of them was only 50%. Although 50% validity here still meant that the sound provided useful information (as it reduced the potential target set from 12 to either one or two on half the trials), observers may not have perceived it that way, and so they spent relatively little effort in trying to extract more than a single event.
In Experiment 2, we made the sound-target relationship 100% valid. That is, whenever there was a sound, observers would be tested on a synchronized disk. This increased the sound's utility to 100%. Furthermore, we directly compared the performance for audiovisual cues to that for purely visual cues by including a condition in which the target disks were indicated directly by a brief color change, instead of by a concurrent sound. In that condition, the rim of either one or two disks briefly turned green. Validity and thus potential utility of these cues were exactly the same as for the auditory cue condition. To demonstrate that either type of cue (auditory or visual) was used by the observer, we also included a no cue baseline, in which observers received no signal as to which of the disks would be probed.
Overall, given the literature, we expected visual capacity to exceed audiovisual capacity (see also . We know from visual cueing and visual memory studies that attention can be distributed across multiple items, but that this leads to a reduction in representational resolution, as well as in an increased chance of items being missed, at least for the number of items used here (Bays & Husain, 2008; Huang, 2010; Wilken & Ma, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) , so here we expected effects on both SD and Pmem. The most important prediction again concerned the audiovisual condition. On the basis of the single source hypothesis, we predicted the same pattern as in Experiment 1: A reduction in probability of report, but, in contrast to the visual cue condition, no effect on precision.
Method
The procedure was identical to Experiment 1, except for the following changes. Twenty-four students (16 female; mean 21.7 years; range 19 -30 years) from the VU University participated. All participants were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. Instead of validity, we now manipulated the nature of the target signal (cue). The cue was either auditory, visual, or absent. The auditory condition was as in Experiment 1. In the target frame of the visual cue condition, the outline of either one or two disks became green for the duration of the frame (150 ms). In the cue absent condition, there was no accompanying target signal, and in the experience of the observer, any of the disks could thus be probed. No sound was presented in the visual cue and cue absent This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
conditions. In contrast to Experiment 1, a probed item was now always a cued item. The factors in the design were number of synchronized visual objects (one vs. two; mixed within blocks) and cue condition (visual, auditory, and absent; blocked, with participants receiving instructions on what cue to expect within in each block). Cue condition was presented in counterbalanced order of 15 experimental blocks of 36 trials each. Three practice blocks of 36 trials each were presented prior to the experiment, one for each cue condition. During practice, the SOA between display changes was 250 ms, to make participants accustom to the task.
Results and Discussion
Aggregate data. Figure 3 shows the main results for the data aggregated across participants. For auditory cue trials, the probability of report (Pmem) dropped significantly from one to two synchronized objects, one object: 58.4%, CrI: Ϫ2.7, ϩ2.2; two objects: 35.6%, CrI: Ϫ2.9, ϩ2.7; a reduction by 39%. Importantly, the precision (SD) was again not significantly different between the two conditions, one object: 11.8°, CrI: Ϫ0.6°, ϩ0.8°; two objects: SD ϭ 13.0°, CrI: Ϫ1.1°, ϩ1.3°. Neither was there a systematic difference in bias () between the two conditions, one object: Ϫ0.7°, CrI: Ϫ0.8°, ϩ0.8°; two objects: Ϫ0.4°, CrI:
Ϫ1.3°, ϩ1.1°. We again conducted a post hoc analysis to examine potential grouping effects when two synchronized objects shared the same polarity, relative to when they differed in polarity. Precision was not significantly better in the similar condition (12.5, CrI: Ϫ1.3%, ϩ3.3%) than in the dissimilar condition (13.3, CrI: Ϫ1.5%, ϩ3.4%). For Pmem, there was a numerical benefit for when the two objects were similar (37.6%, CrI: Ϫ3.6%, ϩ7.4%) compared with when the two synchronized objects were dissimilar (33.8%, CrI: Ϫ3.8%, ϩ7.2%), although this was not reliable. Since numerically the difference went in the same direction as in Experiment 1, we collapsed the data from the two experiments, resulting Pmem ϭ 35.4% (CrI: Ϫ3.2%, ϩ3.2%) for same polarity trials, and Pmem ϭ 31.2% (CrI: Ϫ2.9%, ϩ3.1%) for different polarity trials, which, given the considerable overlap in CrIs, remained unreliable. There was no effect of similarity on precision either when the data were collapsed across experiments (same polarity: SD ϭ 13.5, CrI: Ϫ1.4, ϩ1.7; different polarity: SD ϭ 13.1, CrI: Ϫ1.3, ϩ2.1).
For visual cue trials, the probability of report also dropped significantly from one to two synchronized objects, one object: 88.9%, CrI: Ϫ1.5, ϩ1.5, two objects: Pmem ϭ 66.0%, CrI: Ϫ2.5, ϩ2.6; a reduction by 26%. Importantly, in contrast to the auditory cue condition, there was now a reliable effect on precision, as it too dropped significantly from the one object condition Figure 3 . Results of Experiment 2. Mixture model fit to the aggregate data from all subjects for auditory cue trials (A), visual cue trials (B), and cue absent trials (C). The left panels show performance when one visual object was synchronized with the cue (if present), and the right panels show performance for two synchronized objects. Parameter estimates of probability of retrieval (Pmem) and mnemonic precision (SD) as a function of cue condition and the number of synchronized objects (D) Lighter shades represent one synchronized object, darker shades two synchronized objects. Error bars represent Bayesian credibility intervals of the fits. See the online article for the color version of this figure. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(11.7°,CrI: Ϫ0.4°, ϩ0.5°) to the two objects condition (15.3°, CrI: Ϫ0.8°, ϩ0.9°). Precision also became reliably worse than in any of the auditory cue conditions. There was no systematic bias, one object: Ϫ0.1°, CrI: Ϫ0.6°, ϩ0.5°; two objects: Ϫ0.4°, CrI: Ϫ0.9°, ϩ1.0°. For the no cue trials, there were no effects on probability of report, one object: 24.5%, CrI: Ϫ2.9%, ϩ2.8%; two objects: 19.7%, CrI: Ϫ3.1%, ϩ2.9%, precision, one object: 13.8°, CrI: Ϫ1.7°, ϩ2.6°; two objects: 19.3°, CrI: Ϫ3.3°, ϩ3.9°, or bias, one object: Ϫ1.0°, CrI: Ϫ1.7°, ϩ1.7°; two objects: Ϫ1.2°, CrI: Ϫ2.8°, ϩ3.5°. As can be seen from Figure 3D , in terms of probability of report, performance was reliably worse than in the auditory and visual cues trials, with a trend in the same direction for precision.
Analyses on individual fits. The results for the individual fits were consistent with those for the aggregate data. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on probability of report (Pmem), with cue condition (auditory, visual, and no cue) and number of visual objects (one vs. two) as within-subject variables revealed a main effect of cue condition, F(2, 46) ϭ 109.5, p Ͻ .0001. Pairwise comparisons showed that on average, probability of report was best for the visual cue condition, worse for the auditory cue condition, and worst of all for the cue absent condition [for all comparisons, t values (23) Ͼ 5.5, p values Ͻ .0001]. Furthermore, probability of report was overall better for one cue than for two cues, F(1, 23) ϭ 90.4, p Ͻ .0001. The Cue condition ϫ Number of visual objects interaction was also significant, F(2, 46) ϭ 7.8, p Ͻ .002, and further examined by separate two-tailed t tests for each cue condition. In the auditory cue condition, Pmem was significantly better when one disk (60.4%) was synchronized with the auditory signal than when two disks (36.4%) were synchronized, t(23) ϭ 7.7, p Ͻ .0001. In the visual cue condition, Pmem was also better when one disk was cued (89.2%) than when two disks were cued (67.9%), t(23) ϭ 10.5, p Ͻ .0001. In absolute terms, this reduction was similar for auditory and visual cue conditions, at 24 and 21 percentage points respectively, t(23) ϭ 0.79, p ϭ .437. In relative terms, auditory capacity was reduced by 37%, while visual capacity was reduced by 24%, a reliable difference, t(23) ϭ 2.81, p ϭ .01. No reliable effect of number of objects on Pmem was observed when no cue was presented, with Pmem being 29.8% for the one object condition and 23.5% in the two objects condition, t(23) 1.4, p ϭ .169. All these results also held when the analyses were performed on arcsine transformed data.
For the precision analyses, we only included the auditory cue and visual cue conditions, as for many participants overall probability of report was too low in the cue absent condition. An ANOVA with cue condition (auditory vs. visual) and number of visual objects as within-subject variables revealed a borderline significant main effect of number of objects, F(1, 23) ϭ 4.2, p ϭ .050. Most importantly, there was a reliable two-way interaction, F(1, 23) ϭ 9.9, p ϭ .005, which was further examined by separate two-tailed t tests for each cueing condition. In the auditory cue condition, there was no reliable effect of the number of visual objects on precision (SD ϭ 14.8°when one visual object was synchronized with the sound, and SD ϭ 14.3°when two visual objects were synchronized), t(23) ϭ .3, p ϭ .738. In contrast, in the visual condition, there was a highly reliable reduction in precision from one (SD ϭ 11.8°) to two (SD ϭ 16.9°) visually cued objects, t(23) ϭ 4.2, p Ͻ .0005. The results of Experiment 2 replicate the main finding of Experiment 1.
Increasing the number of visual objects that were synchronized with the single auditory event (from one to two) resulted in a reduction of the probability of representing these visual objects, albeit by less than half (37% to 39%). At the same time, precision was maintained for items that were registered. Consistent with the single source hypothesis, there was thus no sign of attention being distributed across multiple events. In the visual cue condition, there was also an effect on probability, but in addition, there now was also a clear effect on precision. Despite the fact that probability of report was overall better for the visual cue condition than for the auditory cue condition, precision clearly deteriorated from one cued item to two. Consistent with previous work on visual working memory, in the visual cue condition attentional resources appear to be distributed across multiple items, such that even though multiple items can be encoded, this will occur at the expense of resolution. The observed decrease in probability of representing an item may also be a consequence of the distribution of resources, which are being spread so thinly that an item fails to reach the threshold of detection (although in the visual working memory literature this is still a matter of debate; e.g., Bays, Catalao, & Husain, 2009; Bays & Husain, 2008; Huang, 2010; Wilken & Ma, 2004; Zhang & Luck, 2008) . Also noteworthy here is that the precision for single visual and single auditory cues was very much comparable. Thus, whether accessed through a single sound or through a single visual signal, the same representational resolution is the result.
General Discussion
The visual system is capable of using sound to prioritize synchronized visual objects in environments of strong visual competition (Ngo & Spence, 2010; Olivers & Van der Burg, 2008; Van den Brink et al., 2014; Van der Burg et al., 2008a Vroomen & De Gelder, 2000; Zannoli, Cass, Mamassian, & Alais, 2012; Zou, Müller, & Shi, 2012) , and the current data provide further evidence for this. Observers were able to select relevant flashing disks from among irrelevant flashing disks on the basis of a concurrent sound, as indicated by an increased probability of report. Selection improved relative to nonsynchronized objects (Experiment 1), and relative to when no sound was present (Experiment 2).
The important novel finding is that the probability of being able to report on a sound-synchronized visual object is reduced by about 40% when the number of visual objects increased from one to two, while at the same time, the precision of report was not at all affected. Taken together, this pattern of results goes against a mechanism by which attention is evenly distributed across multiple audiovisual events. Instead, it suggests that when one item is represented, it is registered in full (as indicated by intact precision), while the other item is not represented at all. By contrast, visual cues signaling which items to attend to resulted not only in decreased probability of report, but also in a reduction in precision, which is consistent with a splitting or spreading of attention across multiple simultaneous events, consistent with the literature on visual processing capacity (see also). The findings thus further dissociate between visual capacity and audiovisual capacity, as they show a different probability versus precision profile. They also further support the single source hypothesis of audiovisual integration , which states This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
that in normal environments, single sounds typically stem from single events, and hence the cognitive system may have little experience with, and no functional reason for, binding multiple visual objects to a sound. Although a reduction in the probability of report by about 40% when doubling the number of synchronized objects from one to two fits with an approximate capacity of one item (which predicts 50%), we point out that overall the probability of representing the orientation of the line segment was quite low in the first place, at around 0.53 when a single visual object was synchronized with the sound in Experiment 1, and 0.63 for the same condition in Experiment 2. Also in the visual cue condition of Experiment 2, the probability of report was considerably below 1, at 0.87, dropping further to 0.64 for two cues. Although one would need to include larger set sizes to be able to measure the effective capacity, these values do suggest that, on average, even one object was often missed in these conditions. This limits the direct comparison between the audiovisual and the visual conditions in the current study, plus also the comparison to our previous study . In that study, we used virtually the same displays and timing, but we only measured overall detection accuracy. Observers detected close to 90% of the single audiovisual events, and virtually 100% of the single visual events. A remaining question is why these values deviate so much from probability of report in the current study. Probably the most important difference is that in the current study, people had the additional task of registering and remembering the line segment inside the synchronized disk, whereas in our previous study, observers only had to localize the disk. Both perceiving and subsequent remembering of the line orientation may have suffered from the continuous changes in the display that occurred before and after the target frame. Some of these changes may themselves draw attention, and thus draw away resources from encoding and maintaining the target orientation in both the audiovisual and the purely visual conditions. In any case, since the mixture model treats the probability and precision of representation as independent, we do not see how this overall low probability of report could explain the differential effects on precision between the audiovisual and purely visual conditions. Nevertheless, future studies would probably do wise to try and equate the base rate of performance in audiovisual and visual conditions.
Remaining Questions and Limitations
The current findings raise important new questions for the future. If a single sound can only bind to a single visual event, one relevant issue is then what exactly counts as a single visual event. Our study is based on an intuitive notion that the disks were each regarded as individual objects, and their accompanying transients thus as separate events. This definition may be too limited. Multiple visual stimuli may group on the basis of properties such as proximity, color, shape, or common dynamics. Could such grouped events count as a single event for mechanisms of audiovisual integration? In fact, one might a priori have assumed the current target stimuli to group already on the basis of their common transient (Donk & Theeuwes, 2001; Jiang, Chun, & Marks, 2002; Olivers & Humphreys, 2004; Pinto, Olivers, & Theeuwes, 2008) . The reason why such grouping by transients was apparently not so strong here may be that the two crucial events were embedded in a continuous stream of random events, with one transient camouflaging the other . In fact, we explicitly designed the stimuli this way, so that the visual transients would draw little attention by themselves, without the sound. For the same reason grouping by polarity may also have been weak to absent, as we found in our analyses. Nevertheless, the possibility remains that when there is no such competition from surrounding transients, multiple simultaneous visual events can integrate with the sound. A recent report by Kawachi, Grove, Sakurai (2014) appears consistent with this. As a starting point, they took the stream/bounce phenomenon in which two moving stimuli that cross paths appear to be bouncing off each other if the moment of crossing is accompanied by a sound (Sekuler, Sekuler, & Lau, 1997) . They found that participants reported seeing a bounce also for two sets of crossing stimuli presented at or around the same time. There are many differences between their type of experiment and ours, but one of them is that the crosses/bounces were the only events happening in the display in which case they may either have grouped more easily, or both events may already have been attended prior to the bounce. In another set of studies, we are currently investigating whether performance increases when two synchronized events can be grouped on the basis of similarity, specifically whether they change polarity in the same direction (i.e., from black to white or from white to black) or not. As far as we can tell from the results we have, there is little to no benefit for same polarity changes, suggesting that the audiovisual integration we are measuring here is not sensitive to grouping by visual similarity. Proximity may be a more promising candidate, such that two immediately neighboring visual events may both benefit from a sound-but this remains to be seen.
If, under conditions of competition, a single sound can indeed only point to just one of multiple visual events, then this raises another question, namely as to which visual event is preferred. We currently lack a mechanistic explanation, but there appear to be a number of possibilities. One is that the sound binds to whichever at that moment is the most salient visual event. Relative salience may be determined by display properties, or by stochastic changes in the neural system. For example, a concurrent sound may increase the gain on visual processing, affecting the saliency landscape of visual representations (Itti & Koch, 2000) in such a way that the strongest representation becomes even stronger, in a winner take all manner. Another possibility is that the sound chooses to bind to the visual event that is closest to the current focus of attention (which will often coincide with the current fixation location). Our current experiments are limited in that they cannot decide between these or any other alternatives. One initial piece of evidence that the current attentional focus may determine which item is allowed to bind to the sound comes from Van der Burg et al. (2012) . Using a visual search paradigm, they found that the extent to which a sound boosts the detection of a concurrent visual event is modulated by how widely distributed attention is. Detection of audiovisual targets improved when preceded by a task that required distributed spatial attention (i.e., identifying a very large background letter encompassing the entire search display) compared with when they were preceded by a task that required focused attention (i.e., identifying a small letter at central fixation). Thus, the audiovisual integration benefited from the visual information being attended, in line with earlier work suggesting that at least some forms of audiovisual integration depend on attenThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tion (Busse, Roberts, Crist, Weissman, & Woldorff, 2005; Talsma & Woldorff, 2005; see Talsma, Senkowski, SotoFaraco, & Woldorff, 2010 , for a review). Furthermore, the finding that a single sound cannot boost multiple visual events begs the question as to whether multiple sounds can do so. In principle, the single source hypothesis leaves open the possibility that multiple concurrent sounds can boost multiple concurrent visual events, simply because multiple sounds may each have their own source. In this respect, our experiments were limited, and future studies would be needed to investigate the effect of multiple sounds. However, technically this presents some challenges, specifically the fact that the common onset of multiple sounds in itself provides a nonaccidental signal that one is likely dealing with just a single event. Perceptually speaking, concurrent sounds are therefore typically grouped into a single rich percept. We are currently developing ways to tear these mechanisms apart, to see if audiovisual capacity can be taken beyond a single event.
